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What Can Coaches Do for You?
Diane Coutu and Carol Kauffman
Executive coaches are increasingly in demand. HBR’s survey of more than 100 coaches reveals why they’re hired, what they do, and how they measure success.
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How GE Teaches Teams to Lead Change
Steven Prokesch
When a senior management team is trained as a group, rather than individually, its members can reach consensus on what challenges they face and how to overcome them. That accelerates the pace of change.
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Is Experience Enough?
Don Moyer
Old mental models may block new insights.
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46 Picking the Right Transition Strategy
Michael D. Watkins
If you’re moving into a new leadership role, chances are you’ll need a new approach. This tool will help you match your style to the situation.

54 The Quick Wins Paradox
Mark E. Van Buren and Todd Safferstone
Leaders in new roles may need a quick win to prove themselves, but focusing on individual success can produce toxic results. They should engage their team members in a collective achievement instead.
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Herminia Ibarra and Otilia Obodaru
Women outshine men in evaluations of leadership ability, receiving lower ratings in only one area: vision. That exception is a big one, however, and it casts a shadow over an otherwise bright picture for executive women.
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Marshall Goldsmith
Many potential CEO successors find themselves knocked out of contention at the last minute. A veteran executive coach explains how to recruit allies and win the contest.
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Thomas J. Friel and Robert S. Duboff
A lot of hard-earned knowledge can be lost to your organization when a CEO departs. Here’s how to ensure that it’s retained.
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